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A c a d e m i c  A f f a i r s  C o m m i t t e e
Opening: 
The regular meeting of the 
12:31 pm on February 4,
                                   
Present: 
Vihdu Aggarwal, Pedro Bernal, 
Vidovic, Jonathan Walz, Susan Walsh, Gabrielle Masse (student rep), Katia 
Chadiadeh (student rep
Visitors: Holly Pohlig, 
 Musgrave, Dan Crozier, Chris Fuse, Rachel Newcomb
A.    Holt Major Name Change
Sharon Lusk presented that the department of Environmental Studies and Civic Urbanism 
would like to change its name in the Holt Program to Environmental Studies and Sustainable 
Urbanism because this will help in marketing the program. There was a 
approval. 
B.   Physics Major Changes
Christopher Fuse presented that the Physics Department proposes changing the required 
courses needed to complete a BA in physics. Physics Department would like to remove 
removing PHY 132: Experimental Physics I
required courses for the major. PHY 130 is a 6
credit lab) and is already an approved course.
Principles of Physics II to a 6
proposed changes are the result of changes to the high school Advanced Placement Physics 
and the Physics Department wants to make sure that first year students are 
take college level Physics courses
Physics department conducted interviews with former majors currently attending graduate 
programs in physics and engineering and these students have suggested that their graduate 
preparation would have been significantly improved had they taken a course in 
thermodynamics. Thus, the Physics department also proposes replacing PHY 233: 
Electronics with a new course, PHY 250: Thermodynamics.
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The change to the Physics major was unanimously approved by AAC. 
C.  Honors and rFLA 
Ryan Musgrave presented the policy for adoption regarding the interface between the Honors 
Degree Program (HDP) and the rFLA General Education program that stated Rollins HDP 
students will not be required to fulfill rFLA neighborhood courses. Given that Rollins HDP 
students currently fulfill their General Education curriculum via their Honors courses 
(curriculum of 5 interdisciplinary courses + Senior thesis), they will not be required beyond 
this to also fulfill rFLA neighborhood courses. Doing so would unnecessarily duplicate their 
General Education requirements. HDP students will continue to normally complete all other 
competencies (writing, language, math), as they currently do. Dr. Musgrave passed around 
the list of program courses since 2009 to illustrate that each cohort gets a divisional 
representation just like the rFLA. 
Three faculty including Musgrave, Newcomb, and Fuse have served both on the HDP 
Advisory Council and on the rFLA committee over the past few years and have worked to 
update the HDP and make it streamline with rFLA, as both programs run parallel to deliver 
General Education curriculum to their respective groups. 
She reported that a new fruitful way of overlap will allow non-honors students to take an 
honors General Education course with a permission of the instructor. This would make 
Honors program less gated. Similarly, honors students will be allowed to take a 
neighborhood course as an elective. Susan for a clarification whether the honors class taken 
by non-honors students will count as an elective or as another neighborhood.  Ryan 
Musgrave replied that it will be counted as an elective. Holly Pohling asked why not present 
HDP as a fifth neighborhood. Ryan replied that she originally thought of it but decided not to 
in order to keep the autonomy of the HDP. Also HDP has stipends for faculty teaching in the 
program (team teaching) so want to protect this. 
 
Phil asked what will be the policy for students who leave the Honors Program. He suggested 
that they adopt the model used for transfer students where each student’s position is 
evaluated based on his/her credit hours fulfilled up to that point. Susan also pointed out that 
the timeline for Honors is different from the timeline for neighborhoods and asked if this will 
be a problem if students leave the HDP or want to join HDP as sophomores. Ryan Musgrave 
replied that coming into the HDP they can be evaluated on a case by case basis but coming 
out of the HDP they will be treated just like transfer students. Susan also asked why there is a 
different timeline HDP and Ryan explained that the main reason is that students have to take 
a two semester thesis course.  
Gabriella asked about the kind of control that the HDP has to make sure that a student who is 
not an Honors students but wants to take an Honors class will have a high enough GPA and 
interest to take the course and also to make sure the class stays the same. Ryan responded 
that this will be discussed with each faculty involved. She also commented that it may be 
good for the cohort to be exposed to some fresh ideas from other students. Christopher Fuse 
commented that the advisor will discuss it with a potential student. Jonathan Walz agreed to 
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this idea. Claire commented that students probably won’t rush into this since Honors courses 
are more challenging. 
Claire suggested that Ryan fleshes out some of the aspects of the proposal before it is 
presented to the EC. Suggested changes included: specify that this should be developmental 
(don’t allow senior to take a sophomore course), specify the required GPA, adapt the 
permission to study outside divisional scheme; make 202 and 301 as “open door” courses.  
The addition to the HDP policy were unanimously approved by AAC pending changes. 
D.  Credit/No credit 
Claire and Jennifer Cavanaugh opened a discussion regarding CR/NC policy in order to get a 
sense of what the issues are. Jennifer reported that 50% of appeals as for late one time 
CR/NC. The reason for such high percentage of appeals regarding CR/NC is the confusion 
between the (1) policy called “One time late CR/NC” which states that students needs to 
declare a class as CR/NC by the last day of classes and (2) appeal called “One time late 
CR/NC” which students file after they have found out what grade they have received in the 
course.  The issue is that students think that they will automatically be granted CR/NC 
because of the name of the policy and do not realize that their appeal can still be overturned. 
The students mainly appeal in order to wipe out a bad grade. 
Regarding the issue of when a student cab request a late CR/NC, Jenny put two propositions 
on the table to consider: 
1) Leave the policy the way it is but change the deadline for request to some date in the 
next semester so that students can use the option after they have found out their grade. 
The benefit would be that they cannot change it (including appeal it) after that date. 
2) Keep the CR/NC policy as is and don’t let them appeal it but have one time grade 
forgiveness. 
Claire brought up “Pedro’s dilemma” of having students take a class as CR/NC and then 
purposely fail it in order to retake it. Claire also brought up President’s idea of replacing a 
grade completely with a new grade and wiping out F grades. Robin Mateo clarified that we 
cannot allow grades to be replaced retroactively or wiped out because it could affect financial 
aid requirements and scholarships. Martina pointed out that if a student waits until their 
senior year he/she may wipe out a grade and be short of required credits for graduation. 
Susan pointed out that this could also move students who should be on probation to not being 
on probation because they can drop their grades once they see them. 
Claire ask Jennifer to refine the proposal with the Appeals committee and bring it back to the 
AAC. 
Jenny suggested that in the meantime they can take the “One time CR/NC” of the appeals 
menu because this is the name of the policy and it would clear up some of the confusion by 
students.  
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E.    Minutes Approved  
There were no minutes ready to be approved from the last meeting. 
F.  Agenda for February 18, 2014 
1) Approve minutes of last meeting 
2) Catalog Changes for Holt 
3) Chemistry Catalog Changes 
 
Adjournment: 
The meeting was adjourned at 1:30 pm by Claire Strom. The next general meeting will be at 
12:30 pm February 18, 2014 in the MLS Classroom CSS 167. 
 
Minutes submitted by Martina Vidovic 
Approved by __________________ 
